
PHOTOGRAPHERS  
& VIDEOGRAPHERS



Andrew Watson  
Photography

Andrew Watson Photography has been providing  
professional photography services for Cairns, Port 
Douglas and the North Queensland region for over 10 
years.  We’re the leading provider for conference and 
events photography and our other specialties include 
corporate, hotel & resort, tourism & lifestyle, and  
production stills for television and film.

With a professional approach, creative touch and eye 
for detail, we work with our clients to produce striking 
imagery consistent with their business branding and 
which highlights their products, services and people.  
Our clients include Tourism Australia, Australian  
Geographic, Seven Network, Qantas, Shangri-La Hotels, 
Mantra Group, Tourism Queensland, MYOB, Coles and 
Bunnings.

Andrew Watson Photography
Andrew Watson
E: info@andrewwatson.com.au 
W: andrewwatson.com.au 



Brad Newton  
Photography

Brad Newton is an event, editorial and commercial 
photographer based in Cairns. He shoots in any  
location with the latest digital technology. Whether it’s 
swimming with an underwater housing, hanging out of 
a helicopter or getting in a crocodile pen - getting “the 
shot” is what matters most.

While every shoot is different, what does shine through 
consistently in Brad’s work is the story behind the 
images. He is focused, dedicated, and will make the 
most out of any situation whether there is rain, hail or 
beautiful blue skies. Working with Brad offers clients 
the peace of mind that the images they require will not 
only be of highest standard, they will also be timeless 
allowing them to use again and again.

Brad Newton Photography
Brad Newton
E: brad@bradnewton.com.au 
W: bradnewton.com.au 



PhlipVids
PhlipVids is a video and content production house 
based in Cairns. We shoot and produce all forms of 
video content with a focus on online and social media 
video to engage your customers, staff, tell your stories 
and increase your website rankings and sales.

We have over 15 years in sales, marketing and online 
experience to assist in making sure you get the most 
from your videos both online and offline. Our videos 
have had millions of views across more than 100  
videos for over 60 clients. Our video production gear 
consists of high-quality cameras and equipment and 
we film in full HD and 4K and can create fully  
immersive 360-degree videos and virtual reality  
content. We have a full range of GoPros so we can  
capture all angles. We have underwater equipment 
and Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (drones) if you want to 
take to the skies or dive below the surface.

Phlipvids
Phillip Warring
E: phil@phlipvids.com.au 
W: phlipvids.com.au 



Threadless Films
Threadless Films are a team of videographers and  
editors based in Cairns, Queensland. They’re young 
and motivated and pay great attention to detail and 
creativity. 

They pride themselves for not getting in the way of the 
flow of the day, but instead film and capture the day as 
it naturally unravels. 

Threadless Films
Glenn Saggers
E: glenn@threadlessfilms.com.au 
W: threadlessfilms.com.au  


